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weve got a freebie for you all today (if youve downloaded our free bonuses in any of our packs this week) from monsterfi, u know who they are. theyve got a collection of sounds for you to create whatever the hell kind of beats you want and im sure youll be happy with these sounds! black
octopus presents a trip with this, a brand new collection of instruments, on the plate. its a huge collection of sounds specifically designed for djs, producers and music makers in many genres. whether you make hip hop, electronic, rock, metal, house, dubstep, drum & bass, trap, dubstep,
techno, drum & bass, edm, funky, chillout, pop, alternative or any music you get a glimpse of the sounds of travel in this magnificent collection. prepare for an incredible travel and take a trip around the world with this collection. this siren pack comes in 3 different parts. part1 is the siren,
part2 is siren + fx, and part3 is all the sounds. each part has a seperate folder that only has the sounds for that part. if you only want the siren sounds make sure you grab siren and sound parts 2 and 3. this pack is very well put together with the high quality quality vocal samples that come
with the pack. if you are new to audio creation in ableton or any daw that uses vsts this could be a sample pack to check out. it can be a real pleasure to find new plugins or sound packs. black octopus has a reputation of creating amazing sounding samples and this siren pack is no exception!
it's a bit of a walk, but not too exhausting, in exploring this packed full of sounds. once you hear the incredible amount of features and textures contained in this sample pack, you'll be dying to use them in your own tracks. as a matter of fact, i wouldn't recommend just importing and playing
with these sounds on their own, because they have enough magic to make your tracks sound better right out of the box. if you have an interest in all things horror or any kind of horror-themed music, i absolutely highly recommend this siren sample pack! a real steal at such a great price tag.
even if you're not a horror fan, you will still love this sample pack, as it is full of nothing but killer samples and low price makes this the perfect sample pack!
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